
Managing  
waste for a 
better NZ.



We Kiwis are proud of our natural environment, 
but it’s time to lift the lid on one of our dirty habits.

New Zealanders produce more than 15 million 
tonnes of waste every year – a whopping three 
tonnes per person – most of which ends up in 
landfill or polluting the environment. It’s a problem 
that will pile up unless we take action.

Businesses have an important role to play in 
building a more sustainable New Zealand. Between 
2016 and 2019, Westpac NZ halved our waste going 
into landfill. We’ve done this by transforming both 
our waste infrastructure and our way of thinking. 

It hasn’t always been easy, but we’ve learned some 
lessons that we want to share. We hope they will 
be useful for your business, whether you employ 
ten people or ten thousand.

INTRODUCTION.
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THE WAR ON WASTE.

Westpac began keeping waste data ten years ago as 
part of our sustainability strategy. Since then, our 
Facilities team have continually enhanced our waste 
management methodology and infrastructure. 

“Measuring our waste output per person and getting 
rid of under desk bins were key turning points in our 
waste journey,” says Westpac NZ National Facilities 
and Operations Manager, Colin Trenwith.

“By ditching the same old wasteful bins which sent 
everything to landfill, we adopted a far more efficient 
system of dividing waste into separate groups.”

Our current bins are locked together and arranged 
in “traffic light” colours (red for landfill, orange for 
recycling, green for organic waste) to make them easy 
to understand. They’re all accompanied with clear 
instructions for what goes where.

We placed them in areas people naturally walk past 
(in the kitchen and by walkways). Most desks are 
within 15 seconds walk of a bin, giving our people 
the chance to stand up, stretch their legs and take a 
“micro break” from their work.
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BINNING THE BAD HABITS.

“There was a whole heap of pushback at 
first,” Colin Trenwith says. “Many of our 
people were used to being within constant 
reach of a bin for years or decades, and found 
the new system unfamiliar or unnecessary.

“You have to be prepared for a 
lot of cross-contamination in 
the early days, as people put 
the wrong things in the wrong 
bins. But if you explain the new 
way of doing things clearly and 
convincingly, most people will 
come on board pretty quickly.”

The process was a two way conversation. 
We listened to our people’s concerns about 
the new system and made regular tweaks 
over time based on feedback, including 
introducing clearer signage. 

“In our Christchurch office we focus on 
one item each month that we notice isn’t 
being disposed of correctly, and educate 
people about the right way to do it,” says 
Christchurch Facilities and Operations Team 
Leader Paul Bonini.

“One month we’ve targeted hand towels, 
which can go into the organic waste bin. 
Another month we’ve focused on soft plastics 
like bread packaging, which should go into 
the soft plastics bin rather than landfill.”

Changing mindsets is as important as changing bins – and a 
lot harder. For people who’d developed the lifelong muscle 
memory of simply reaching under their desk to throw out 
rubbish, it meant adjusting to new habits.
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SWEETEN THE DEAL.

“We found this to be a simple way for Westpac 
to promote awareness across the business and 
our people responded well with ongoing positive 
engagement and results”

Leanne Lazarus
Westpac NZ General Manager of Operations

Communication was the key to turning sceptical workers into  
advocates for our new waste-conscious culture. Healthy competition 
didn’t hurt either.

Once we had a system in place of measuring the total waste-to-landfill 
in all our conference sites, the “Battle of the Bins” could begin. In our 
Auckland and Christchurch offices, the floor that achieved the highest 
per-person reduction in waste each month was rewarded with cake.

“The cleaners have just as much pride in the new systems and success as 
we do,” says Colin Trenwith. “They provided feedback that their additional 
tasks, such as weighing the bins and preventing cross contamination, 
made them more engaged and dedicated to the job.”



FROM TRASH TO TREASURE.

Sandwich crusts, banana peels and 
apple cores from lunch boxes end up 
in our organic waste stream, along 
with food waste from our kitchens.

Westpac produces more than 50 tonnes of organic 
waste in an average year. The waste from our 
Auckland sites ends up at Envirofert, an organic 
compost company based in Tuakau. There, it’s 
prepared for its next role: helping grow the  
agriculture sector.

“The food waste comes out here, it gets mixed in with 
our green waste and we turn that into high grade 
compost that will eventually end up in most cases at 
Kiwifruit orchards,” says Envirofert’s Paul McGuire.

Landfill Organic Recycling
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INNOVATIVE IDEAS.

The primary goal of the project is to reach a point where our recycling and organic waste exceeds our waste to landfill, 
and we’re always looking for new ways to get there. 

Our soft plastic waste used to go 
straight to landfill. Now it goes to  
Future Post, which creates fence posts 
for organic farms, where treated timber 
fence posts (which can leak chemicals 
into the soil) aren’t an option. 

Our Auckland office has two bins 
dedicated to used alkaline batteries. 
They’re handled by Abilities Group -  
a non-profit organisation that helps 
provide meaningful work for people 
with disabilities - who disassemble 
the batteries for recycling, ensuring 
nothing goes to landfill.

Coffee helps power our workforce, 
and now it helps power our workers’ 
gardens as well. Each kitchen at our 
Auckland office has a special bin for 
coffee grounds, which is bagged by our 
cleaners and given away as  
free fertiliser.

We installed 36 worm farms in our 
Auckland office in 2018, and are 
gradually introducing more into 
our branch networks. Already their 
occupants churn through 22 tonnes  
of organic waste a year. The worm 
tea they make helps us grow our 
own produce on site, creating a truly 
circular economy of food production.
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BOOSTING THE 
BOTTOM LINE.

Your total spend on a new waste 
strategy will depend on the size and 
type of your business. Although our 
improved waste strategy has  
brought added costs, it’s created 
wide-ranging benefits. 

We’ve made huge reductions in carbon emissions 
from waste to landfill – from 106 tonnes of carbon 
dioxide in 2016 to less than 20 in 2019. Looking long 
term, growing our own produce on site will save 
money and make us more resilient. But beyond the 
tangibles, we recognise that reducing our waste to 
landfill is simply the right thing to do. 

“This is about more than simply reducing waste. 
It’s a further demonstration of Westpac’s ongoing 
commitment to making our business more 
sustainable and setting the standard for others in 
New Zealand to follow,” says Leanne Lazarus.
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WESTPAC NZ: WE’RE HERE TO HELP.

The results of our waste transformation have been outstanding:  
in just four years, we’ve halved our waste to landfill from 148 tonnes  
to 74 tonnes, and that number continues to track downward. But those 
numbers are just the start of the story. 

 
If we could share three lessons, they would be: 

1. Identify your waste management goals and how you plan to get there. Understand 
that this will be a journey, and you will develop learnings along the way. 

2. Communicate with and encourage your people. Human interaction and listening to 
their feedback helps turn them into advocates for your waste strategy. 

3. Be brave and innovative. Constantly challenge the old thinking and look for new ways 
reduce your waste and your costs.

If you’re after more information about Westpac’s waste journey, please contact our  
Sustainability Team, at sustainability@westpac.co.nz



Westpac New Zealand Limited.

Talk to us today. 
For more information contact our Sustainability Team sustainability@westpac.co.nz

Westpac NZ has been serving New Zealanders since 1861 and is 
today one of the country’s largest full service banks with more 
than 1.3 million customers. We provide a full range of retail and 
commercial financial services including home and business lending, 
and are the Government’s main banking partner. We are committed 
to improving the social, environmental and economic wellbeing 
of all New Zealanders. Our purpose is to help our customers 
financially, to grow a better New Zealand. 

ABOUT WESTPAC.
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